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Abstract
For simulation and analysis purposes, a large linear network or its parts
can be substituted by the Thevenin equivalent model. This model contains
two parts : a voltage source and a series impedance. Each of these parts is
modelled separately in the form of a difference equation.

The unknown coefficients of the model difference equations

are

estimated using the least-squares identification technique. The input-output

obsen,ations required

for the identification procedure are taken from

the

network when a pseudo-random binary test signal (PRBS) is applied. This
type of test signal provides maximum information about the netv¿ork clyrramics preserved i.n the measurement sequence.
When measurements are contaminated by measurement noise, the leastsquares estimates of the unknown parame,ters suffer from bias. This bias can

be eliminated using linear regression and ûltering techniques.

To improve estimation efficiency, the number of observations or the
order of the model equations can be increased. For this purpose, recursive
least-squares procedures are developed. These prccedures update the previ-

ous estímates

of the unknown

parameters rvhen nerv observations are sup-

plied or a higher order model is desired. The upCating process does not
involve matrix inversion.

A

technique has been developed which reduces large linear systerns
modelled on a power s)ßtern transient modelling program ( EMTDC ) to ones

of smaller order and/or larger timestep. The sirnplified

mcclels can then be

used in future simulations with time and memory economy.

The complete package of computer progrâms for the

Therrenin

equivalent model generation and its use in the simulation process is prepared.
The results and comparision with other simulation techniques are provided.
Some suggestions

for further develop¡eent and applications of the model

building technique are also proposed.
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Electrical networks with a large number of elements are alvrays difficult to
analyze. Using the state or node method, we obtain a large n,inaber of dynamic

differential equations describing the beha'¿ior of the netrvork. 'fhe soiution of
such a set of equations involves many steps and transíormations and thus is very
time consuming.

When we are interested only
where

in the behavior of the network at the terminals

it is conected to some external

netrvork, we can replace this network by

anotber equivalent network which provides the same current-voltage relationship
at the terminals.
,4,

very convenient method of obtaining such an equivaleût networ!: is given by

Thevenin's Theorem

[5]. This theorem

states that an active network can be

represented by a voltage source aad a series impedance. The voltage source produces a voltage that is equal to the one at the open terminals

work and the series impedance is the network impedaice

seen

of the active net-

from the te¡minals

wben all the network sources are reduced to zero.
Therefore, the Thevenin equivalent network model we would like to construct, is
composed of two parts : the voltage source model and the series impedance model.

The models we are concerned with are the discrete-time models in the form of

linear difference equations of unknown orders. For the construction
equivalent network model we need two such equations. One

for the

of

an

voltage

source model that relates the network source voltage and the open terminal vol-

tage and another one

for the

series impedance moilel that reiates voltage and

current at the outPut terminals when all the interior sources are reduced to zero.

-2The unknowns to be determined a¡e the coefficients and orders of these two
difference equations. Thus, the problem

of network modelling reduces to

the

problem of parameter identification [1,2j.

Applying system identification techniques, we can provide the statistical estimates

of the unknown parameters. These estimates are obtained from the sequence of
observations taken from the network and they optimally ût the model equation to

the observed data. When the least-square identification technique is used, the
optimal ût means that the error function, which is the sum cf squared errors,

is

minimized.

As the order of the model equation

increases,

the errcr function

decreases

significantly until the true value of model order is reached. Thus the appropriate

orier of the model equation can be chosen as the one for which the error function

ceases

to decrease significantly.

The efficiency of the estimates depends on the number of observations taken for

the identification procedure, the measurement error, and the type of
present in the network when

it

srgnals

is observed [7].

To assure the most accurate estimates, the white random process is us¿d

as a test

signal. Such a signal has a wide power spectrum, so that the network is excited by

a wicle spectrum of frequencies and hence the measurements contain rraxi;:'ium
information about the dynamic modes of the network.

lVhen the measurements are contaminated v¿ith error, the least-square estimates
may be biased. This bias can be eliminated by fiitering the error in such a way

that the filtered error converts to a white noise [10].

A very innportant problem is the choice of a sampling time in rvhich the measurements are taken.
ics.

It

should be such that allows us to observe the network dynam-

-J-

Clearly, the values of the model pârameters depend on the sampling time. There-

fore, its value must always go together with the set of estimated parameters.

A

complete Thevenin equivalent network model thus contains

tw;

sets

of

equa-

tion parameter estimates, their orders, and the sampling time. This information
allow us to simulate the network behavior at the output terminals at any time and

for various external networks connected to the terminals.

To produce the desired voltage at the output terminals, we use the Thevenin
equivalent model in the following manner. First we compute the Thevenin source

voltage from the available knowledge

of the network source voltage and

the

source model. Then, from the measurements of the current at the output termi-

nals and from the impedance model, we compute the "voltage drop" due to the
series impedance. The output voltage is the difference between the Thevenin
source voltage and the "voltage drop".

The proposed method for the modelling of large networks needs some effort

to gather the observations and then build the model. However, when the model is
created

it is then very handy in use and storage.

Furthermore, when using the recursive algorithm for the least-square solution, we
can update parameter estimates step by step as the new experimental data are con-

tinuously in supply [3]. This on-line estimation procedure does not involve matrix

inversion and therefore the computational effort

is much reduced. Or¡r

knowledge about the modeled network can be improved any time the new observations a¡e avaiable.
When the observations are appropriately weighted according to their age, we may

be able to track palameter changes due to the time or environment effect on the

network. The stage of the network can then be monitored by the set of model
parameters that are continuously updated.

-4A

parameter vector can be used as a feature vector

for the pattern recogni-

tion procedure. This procedure can classify vectors of parameter estimates into

a

[6]. If the classes correspond to certain types of faults,
then we will be able to detect and classify the faults of the network. This is

chosen number of classes

reserved for a future study.

The fault detection problem is not discussed in this work but

it

is indicated how

the computer program package, created for tbe network modelling
be adapted to achieve this task.

purpor-

1,

can
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Systena XdenêifËcatåon.

In this chapter we describe the general problem of systenl identilìcation
derive algorithms

for the estimation of the unknown

model equation. These algorithms

parameters

of

and

a system

will be used in the next chapter to

n'¡cdel

linear networks.

The solution of the basic identification problem shcrvs how the iûput-output
otrservations on the system may be used to estirlate the unkno\\¡n paraûteters of

its model. This solution involves matrix inversion,

v¿hich is very inconvenient

when the system model is of a higher order. In order to avoid matrix inversion,
some extensive estimation schemes are proposerJ. These are the recursive procedures for updating parameter estimates when the number of observaticns or the
model order increases.

We also discuss some related problems such as : a system with output noise and
associated

with this a bias cf the estimate, system order determination and

the

design of a¡ optimum test signal.

1. General

DescCptlon of the Frr¡blem.

The problem of system identification is generally referred to as the dete¡rnination of a mathematical model for a system or a process by observing its inp:.toutpnt relationship.
Figure 2.1 shows a system with its input and output. The system model we are
seeking is the mathematical equatioû that relates the input to the output at all

times. In order to obtain such a model, we are permited to probe the system with
a variety of inputs and observe its responses. The input-output data are then

-6processed

to yield the model. On the basis of the degree af. a priori

knovledge

about the system, we can classify the system identification problem intc) two
categories

1.

:

The complete identification problem

:

where we don't knorv anything about the basic properties of the system.

2.

The partial identification problein

:

where some basic characteristics

of the system,

such as linearity aird

bandwidth ere assumed to be known but we may not know the specific order

of the dynamic equation or the value of the associated coefficients.
Fortunately, the majority of the engineering systems rve encounter in practice are

of the later type. In many cases, we knorv a good deal about the structure of the
s]¡stem, so that

it is possible to derive

a specific mathematical model of the system

dynamics. Consequently, only a set of parameters in the model equation are left

to be determined. Thus the modeliing problem is reduced to that of

parameter

ídentíficatíon. From the viewpoint of system theory, ,,ve can pr'ecisely deterrnine
the unkno\!¡¡n parameters in an exact system model equation where the exact measurements of the input-output data are given. In reality however, the input-or¡tput

data a¡e corrupted by measurement noise. Furthermore, there a¡e inaccuracies in

the model equation

as

well. Therefore, the determination of the system parane-

ters is essentialtry a statistical estimation problem : we seek to specifl' a mathematical model that ûts the noisy observation data.

We can choose a number of ¡;ossible representations for a given systeni,
including models characterized in the frequency domain or the time domain, in
continuous-time or discrete-time. In tbe time domain representation, we have the
choice between a weighting function (or sequence), a differential (or difference)

equation, or a state va¡iable equation. The choice depends on the identiÊcation
objective and its associated input-output data.

-7,

OISTURBANCE

SYSTEM

TO

BE

IDENTIFIED
MEASURING

If{STRUMENT

IDENTIFICATIOI{
TECHNIQUE

SYSTEM

MODEL

Fig2.1

Block Diagram Representation of the System Identification Problem.[1]

Since information from continuous signals can be preserved

in

samples taken in

appropriate sampling frequencies, continuous systems can be closely approximated

by discrete models. The great majority of system identification techniques

are

digitally oriented as a result of the employment of digital computers. Therefore,
discrete system models are more convenient to deal with.

We can cboose various forms of representation for the linear dynamic systems but
each

of the forms is uniquely related to the other. Thus, a linear system can be

regarded as completely identified once a particular form

of

represer"tation is

obtained.

For our putpose,

it is

very convenient to use the difference equation representa-

tion since it has a simple relationship with the transfer function of a system.

-8

u(k)

Fig.Z2 A Single-input and Single-output Discrete System.
The general n-th order difference equation relating the input u(k) and output
y(k) for a single-variable, linear discrete system is

y(k)+a1y(k-1)+

y(k) +

:

''' +qy(k-n) = bsu(k)+b1u(k-1)+ '''

+bou(k-n)

l:D

a¡vG-l)
},
j=1

(2.1)

= $u,u1r-¡¡
j:0

where k is the integer tinae index, and a¡ and b¡ are the constant coefficients.
This equation can be rervritten in the following shifting-operator form

e(q-1)'v(k) = B(q-t)'u(t)

(2.2)

where

A(q-l) = 1. + arQ-1 +
g(q-l)
and

:

bo

arq-z

+

* brq-l +b2q-z +

q-r is a shifting operator

:

* aoq-o
*

boq-o

q-r'f(k) = f(k-i).

Applying the Z-transformation on equation (2.1), assuming zero initial conditions

y(k)=u(k)=g

for

ks

0

-9\ile can obtain the following

It *arz-l +

*aoz-n

]'t(r)

=

loo

* brz-L + ...

-+ boz-n

1",',

where z is tbe complex Z-ttansform variable.
The transfer function can be defined

as

bs+brz-l+

FI(z)=#:

1*arz-l +

*boz-n
: B(t-l)
*a.nz-i
A(z-t¡

(2.3)

We can see that the transfer function of a system is directly related to its
difference equation.

The representation of equation (2.1) can be extended to systems that have
nnultiple inputs and outputs

.

ur(k)

Multi-input

Yr(k)

uz(k)

and

Yz(k)

Multi-output
Discrete

:

urttl

Fig.23

S¡ætem

Y.(k)

Multi-input and Muhi-output Discrete

Consider that there are m inputs and
the vectors ü(k) ancl

f(k)

ur(k)
uz(k)

E(k):
ur(k)

as

System.

r outputs,

:

YrG)

i(k): "l*'
v,(k)

as

in Fig.2.3, and that we defne

-10The s¡ætem can then be represented

y(k) +

$a,rtn-t)
j:1

=

L.y

the vector difference equation

(7.4)

Sn,ú(k-j)
j:0

in which A¡ and B¡ are constant coefficient

matrices

of dimension rxr and rxm

respectively.

2. Llnesr Faremetrlc

The

Model [dentlfication by [,east Squares.

least-squares identification technique

engineers and scientists.

It

is the

most popular

has been successfully applied

to man)'

anlc11g

engineering

problems, and hence our approach to the network modelling problem is also based

on this technique 11,23,41.

In this section we describe the principles of this

technique and exannine sorne

importantpropertiesoftheleast.squareestinnate.

As in the case for all estimation techniques, we ¿ue seeking to mininnize certairi
appropriately deûned error criterion as a means to optimally fit the model to the
system data.

There Íue tu/o modes, in which identification can be accomplished

1)

Off -line idenif ication,

iî

:

which a record of input-output data is first observed

and the model pârameters are then estimated based on the entire data
record.

2)

On-line ídentificatton,

iÍ

which the par¡meter estimates are recursively calcu-

lated for every data set so that the new data is used to corect and update
the existing estimates.

If the updating process can be made very fast, it

becomes possible

palâmeter estimates of time varying systems with reasonable accuracy.

to

obtain

-11 This capability is called on-líne real-time identification.

2.X. The Baslc [dcntlficaÉion Froble¡n.
rWe consider a single-variable linear discrete system as shown

inFig.Z. where

u(nT) and y(nT) are the samples of the system's input and output sigriais and T

is

the constant sampling period.

Linea¡

u(kT)

Discrete
System

Fig.2.4 A Stable Single-variable
Let the

Discrete System.

system be described by an n-th order difference equation

coefficients

of

constant

:

i:n
i:n
y(k) + )a¡rG-l) = >b¡u(k-j)

j:l

(2.1)

j=o

where T is dropped from u(kT) and y(kT) for the sake of simplicity.
Assuming that the system is stable and that

it is in steady state

the basíc identification problem as follows.

Given n and the input-output measurements

(ì

{ u(k)
r,'J\', y(k) ;k:1,2,...., N*n
I

I
)

:

operation we state

-12estimate the constant system parameters

:

fì (
{uo, 4,bi ) ;i=1, ...., n I
IJ
We will solve the above problem by fitting the system equation (2.1) to the input-

output data so as to chose the best parameter values in the sense of minimumsquafe-error.

To acconnplish this, we ûrst write the system equation as

y(k) =

l=tr

:

l:D

+ >b¡u(k-j) + e(k)
-[a¡r(k-j)
j:l
j:0

The term e(k) is introduced to account for the ftttíng

(2.s>

error.

'

This error is schematically depicted in Fig.2.5.
Define the 2n*l-dimensional input-output vector F (k) as

x(k) =

rr

[u(k),-V(k-l),u(k-l),

and the 2n*l-dimensional parameter vector

0

:

,-y(k-n),u(k-n)j

:

= þ6,a1,br, ,"o,bolt

Then we can write (2.5) in the following vector notation

v(k) =r(k)'o +e(k)

(2.6)

Because we have available a string

(ì
luft) , y(k) i k=1,
[t,,J\,.)

:

,

of data

N*n

I

-13-

System

Transfer

u(k)

Function

Fig.25

Block Diagram of the Error Signal e(k).

we can set uP a s)¡stem of N equations ( assume N> > 2n ) as

9=X'o+e

(2.7)

where

y=

þ{n

*t),r{n

*

þ= þ{n*t),"{**
F(n+1)

r(n+2)

Xr(n+N)

:

-14With the vector equation (2.7), in which i' and X are given,

rlve can conveniently

estimate the parameter vector 0 by means of a least squares technique.

This identification approach was first suggested by Kalman in tlSA iZ]. The complete solution is presented below.

The least-squares procedure says that we choose the estimat" ô
that minimizes the error function J

J

=

N*n
-ã-

k:n*1

"r

that value of

0

:

*r(L) = ër.E

or

r= [y--*'t]'.þ--*'ul

(2.8)

Upon setting

[q] -=-zxry+2xrxô=o
[¿o J,:a
we immediately obtain the least-squares estimate ô by

ô

=

[*'u)-t.u"

This solution exists

(z.s)

if XTX is nonsingular. We assume that this condition is met

by the input-output data.

The type of input sequence {u(k)} driving the system ti:at yields a nonsinsular
matrix

[Ut*)r-,

is called persistently excitingof order m.

In order to examine tbe statistical properties of ô, let us assume that e(k) are
independent random variables with zero mean and varian

E[e(k)]=g for k=1,2,

,N*n

""

o2 , that

is

-15E[e(i).e(i)l = orö,j where u,, :
Furthermore,

if

for i,i=1,2,. . . , N*n.
Ï
;;i
{å

we assume that e(k) is uncorrelated with u(k) and y(k), we

observe the following properties of ô.

ô

= [*'u)-'.u'.y
= [*'u]-'.s'.þ.e + e)
I
\-1
.xr.e
: o*t*t*j

or

o-o =

k'*)-t.*'..

Thus the estimator bias can be expressed

uþ

-ul

as

= u [[*'*)-''u''t]

and since X and õ a¡e uncorrelated

uþ-'l = u[[u'*)-'.x'].eþ] : o
Therefore, when the error is a random process rvith zero mean, ô is r¡nbiascd.

TbatisE[

ô]:0.

Next, let us evaluate the cova¡iance of ô.

v : E[[e-') [o-')']
=

-'.x'
"{

[u'u)

e

I

k'*)

:

-'.*'.--]']

- 16-

:

"[[*u)-'.x'].eþ*l "þ k'u)-'l

but we have

"þ-+l

= oz'

thus for deterministic K (u and y measured without error)

v

I \-1
= oz.txtxj

e.[r.k'*l]-'

= N
[N t"'^t¡

Since we have assumed tbat the system is stable and that the input signal is such

,0", þ*)

i, oooriogular for any length of the string data N, the limit

=*
li- *.h'u)
\

¡-æN

'f

exists and @ is positive definite.
Thus
t

lim iP

N-æ

.

: lim o- 4-1 = 0
N
N-.

which implies that ô converges to 0 as N-

æ

Zeto error covariance means that ô=0 at

N- æ. Hence, ô i,

tor of 0.

"

conslstent estinna-

-172.2.

SysÊem

With Outpr¡t Nolsc.

Wben the output measurements aÍe contaminated with noise t-hen the leastsquares estimation applied to the generalized model (2.5) suffers from a bias in the

estimates. Consequently the estimates are wrong and we usually have a great deal

of confidence in the wrong results.
Thus the prop€rties of the estimates for the system with output.noise need to be
studied in some detail.
Shown in Fig.2.6 is a system with noise n(k) at the output

System

Transfer

u(k)

Function

Fig.2.6

System

with Output Noise.

We wish to interpret the random fitting error e(k) in terms of an output measurement noise.
From Fig2.6, we have the following relationship
(

la(q-t)''"(k) = B(q-l)'u(k)
I y(r) = w(k) + n(k)

(2.10)

Simplifying yields

e(q-l)'y(t) = B(q-l)'u(k) + A(q-l)'n(k)
Comparing equations (2.11) and (25), we immediately see that

(2.1i)

-18e(k) = a(q-l)'n(t)

(2.12)

This means that n(k) is the output of a filter
1'he signiûcance

of this

t/e(q-l)

\vith e(k)

analysis is that the identification

as

the input.

of the noisy

system in

Fig.2.6 is no different from that of the system in Fig2.5 so long as n(k) is Êltereci

whitenoise(whiteotuncofrelatedresidual)'
In general, in the noisy system model
(

-\^,,

Ja(q-t)'v(k) = n(q-l)'u(t<) + e(k)

l'^'" '¿Ëí: Ãìä-'í ;ìi;i

(213)

e(k) is aü autocorrelated random process (correlated residual).
We can show that in this case, the bias arises with the application of the leastsquares estimation. To show this, we recall that the LSE of 0 is given by

ô

=

(2.14)

[*'u)-t.*'.y

Since the output of the system is contaminated with noise

y(k):w(k)+n(k)
rve can

partition the matrix X into two parts

:

X=Xyu:Çu+Xl0
where the martrices X*u and Xo6 correspond to the actual output of the

(2.1s)

s]'stenn

and to the noise added at its output respectívely.
'We have

yi=Çu.0 *ñ

(2.16)

X*u=Xyu-Xoo

(2.17)

-19Substitution of these two relations into (2.14) leads to

u

= þfr,u*]-'.ufr,.y

: þfr,**]-'ç'[*-''o * o]
=

þÄu*l-'q [[** - x"o)'o * n]

=s

- þn"*l-t'ufr,'[.v"0'e - n]

The second right-hand term indicates the bias of the estimate.

)

the

bias does not occur

if

u[[ui,u",)-''ç!'[unoo-")]
This condition can be met only

n(k) =

if n(k)

=o

(z1B)

is generated from white noise e(l<) by

e(k)/A(q-l)

which is the condition for rvhite residual

(2.1e)

as

in (2.12)

[7,2].

In any other case, the LSE of 0 will be biased.
To circumvent the deterimental effects of the noise, several techniques have
been developed (Astron and Eykhoff 1970) viz.

1)

Repeated Least-squares

2)

Instrumental Variables

3)

Tally Prínciple

:
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4)

Levin's Method

5)

Generalized Least-squares (GLS) and related schemes

6)

Maximum Likelihood

In the category of GLS techniques, the Succesive Linear Regression and Filtering
approach is discused in section 2.4.

2.3,

R,ecurslve EstlmatÍsn

for fncreaslng Farameter Number.

The exact number of paranleters needed to fit the data is usually unlinown
ahead of time. Thus we woud have to try to make the

fit rvith dif{erent

parame-

ter numbers in the model equation.

As the number of parameters increases, the computation of the parameter estimates

(2.9)

becomes more and more complex since

it involves matrix inversion of

increasing dimension.

Further in this section we show tbat there is no need to compuÊe the ínverse
matrix

[ut*)-t

every time the number of parameters increases. we can compute

the inverse matrix from the avai.lable inverse matrix of the lorver dimension. Consequently, the parameter estimates can also be computed recursively from the
lower order estimates.

For the model of order zero there is only one parameter to be estimated and the
identification procedure involves only a scala¡ inversion. Thus, increasing the
number of parameters by one and using recursive procedure vre can completely
eliminate the matrix inversion from the estimation procedure.

To derive tbe recursive algorithm for the, estimation let us consider the
n

*l-dimensional parameter vector

0

, 8(n),

e(n+f)lr

-21.or

on+l

=

(2.20)

[r,:ir,]

where eo is an n-dimensional vector of the first n coordinates of 0o,.1

.

The corresponding X matrix is

xn+l =

(2.?.1)

[*",""*r]

where Coal is the

n*l-th

column of the matrix X involved in (2.7).

Tbe n+l-dimensional estimate of 0 can be obtained f¡om (2.9) as
ên+r

:

[xlrxo*r)-t.uår.t

(2.22)

By denoting

Fn+l = XoT+r'Xo*r
Sn+1

= X"T*r'9

we can write (2.22)

ôn+r

:

as

F#r.so+r

(2.23)

From (223) we have
Fn+t'On+t
but

:

Sn+l

(2.24)

-22rI Xr'X"

-t____

X"ta"*, l
I

[c"t.rx'

c"t*rC"*rl

Ie,

p"*r

-t____
[ ur-,,

I

il;l

(2.2s)

where

Fn+l =

XoT'Co+r

Hn+t =

CoT+t'Co+

and

Sn+t

: Xl*r'l

:- [x'l["å'1't

=
-

[ :"_l

Thus, substituting (220), (225) and (2.26) into (224) we obtain

lti

(2.26)

þJ.'Yi

:

i#::l [,,:î,,] =["1,0]

of.

P"'ô; + F'o*r'o1n*l) = 5o

Q.z7)
:

r"t.'r.ô" + Ho*r.e1n*1) = c"t*r.g
The solution of thes€ two equations is

-23ôo = Po-t'so

:

â1n+t)

-

ro 1'no*r'ô(n+t)

(2.28)

F"r*r.F" t.u"] .

["J*r.t -

Þ"*, -

For*r.Fo.g'"*r]lt

Substituting

F;l'so

:

c"r*r'Í

- FJ*r'Fo-t'so :

6o

a"t*r'

þ-

- u"'u"l = o¡*r'a"

and making notations

Qn+l = PJl'Fo*t
Dn+1

= Hn+1 - F"T*r'P" t'Fo*,

we can write (2.?ß)

ôo

as

= oo - Qo*r.Cf*1.ên/iln+1

(2.2e)

ô1n+t¡ = cfl+r€o Þn+r
To enable the algorithm in equation (2.29) to compute the parameter estimates of

the next-higher-order model, we need to compute the inverse matrix
required in Qn+r and Doal

Pf-',11 as

.

Since Foal is a symmetric matrix thus Ffal1 must also be symmetric.

Let us partition

F#,=

Foa11 as

:

[a r Bl
[;; i al

where the dimensions

tivel¡r.

follows

(2.30)

of the matrices .{ , B and C are nxn,lxn and lxl
'

respec-

-24From the definition of an inverse matrix, we have

Fo+r'F#r = In+l
t!rus

Po,
It____

[ *J.,

åïl [å

sl
Io*,
--l
cl =

and

Pn'A+F'.'1'BT=Io
Pn.B+Foa1.C=0-

FJ*r.a*FIo*1.Br=o
Fot*r'a*Ho*1'C=1
Solving this set of matrix equations for A,B,and C we obtain

:

A = Fo 1 + P;1.Fn+r.råt.n;1.c
B = -Fo l.Fn+r.C

c = þ"*r - FJ*r'P;t'ro*rl-t
or using previously introduced notations

A=Fol+Qo*rQJ*r/Dn+r
B=-Qn+r/Do+r

(2.31)

C = 1/Dn+r
Equations (2.30) and (2.31) let us compute the inverse matrix Foa11 recursively.

-25Since the computation only involves the previously computed inverse matrix

Ff1

thus (231) with the initial inverse matrix

Fil=1/af'Cl
which is a scalar, completely eliminates matrix inversion fronc tiie estimation procedure.

We assumed the nonsigularity of the
matrix

Ffl

matrix-Pn The

existence

of the

depends on the input-output string data. This problem

inverse

will be dis-

cussed in section 3.

n*l-th

Equations (229) and (2.31) show how we can compute the new
A

estimates 0oa1 from the available knowledge

.^t",

ôo

parameter

of lower order n-th parame.ter

esti-

.

Equation (?.29) indicates that the old parameter estimate is corrected by Aôoa1
which is proportional to the error made in the previous estimation
ôn+r

=

[h]

. aôo+r

e3z)

where ôo.,1 and Aôo+t have the dimension

n*l and

.

rÂ --[ t - Qo*r'Cor*r'EoÆo*rl
CJ*r.ëoÞo+r

,."o+1

J

: [ - Qo*r'c"t*rÆ"*rl I cot*rlDo*, l'"o
It

can be written in a general notation as

Aôo+t = Go€-o
where Go is a gain factor matrix

(2.33)
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î1 - I- Qo*r'CoT*rÆo*rl
crtr-[
aot*tÞo*t J

(2.v)

The scheme proposed here is called a model ødjustment scheme which in general,
has a gain Go of varying complexity and can be also applied in procedures without

the increase of parameter vector dimension

When trying

to

apply this method

to the generalized noisy model (2.i3),

one

encounters the bias problem as discussed in the previous section.

To elianinate this bias we need an extensive estimation scheme such

as Successive

Linear Regression and Filtering which is described in the following section.

2.4.

Snccesçlve Llnear Regrcsslon and Flltering.

It

was shown that

for the noisy output

were biased. Thus we need

system, the least-squares estiinates

to modify the least-square solution in order

to

achieve better parameter identiûcation.

A

common technique used to eliminate estimate bias is the filtering

of the

gen-

eralized error. This usually requires estimation of the fìlter parameters and conse-

quently increases the procedure complexity.

In this section \ile present a simple technique in which the output function
A(q-1) is used

as an

error ûlter. We thus do not have any other paraineters to be

estimated but tbe model parameters.

The generalized error according to Fig.25 is

e(k)

\

/

:

Ao(q-1)'v(k)

- n,(q-l)'u(t)

(23s)

where the symbol n refers to the parameter values after n iterations.
Instead of choosing the generlÞed error, a proposal by Steiglitz and $fc Bride [B]
(1%5) implies the use of the error exPression

-27

e(k) =

€(k)
Ao-r(q-1)

Ao(q--1)

Ao-r(q-1)

e(k)={,-,ffi"-,]

-

.v(r.)-ffi',u,

f#

(236)

We stiil have a generalized model, linear with parameters but the term between
brack:-ls fepresents an ordina¡y model. This is illustrated in Fig.2.7

n(k)

.

u(k)

Ao('-t)

Bo(t-1)

Ao-r(z-1)

Fig2.7

Block Diagram Interpretation of the Linea¡ Regression and Filtering Algorithm.

This procedure has the advantage that the additive noise does not cause bias estimates.

The iterative procedure is as follows

:

-28First

:

Compute LSE, of the ordinary model

ô,

:

Second

=

þ'x)-'*'o

Filter system input and output signals with the ûlter

Ar(q*1)

Third

:

Base on the

filtered signals estimate ô2, filt"t input and output and so on.

No proof is known for the convergetce of this scheme but

it was successfully

applied to identify model pararneters of the noisy output system [8].

2.5.

System Order Determination.

A

simple but very effective method for order testing is to observe hoiv the

models of different orders ût to the observed data.

The "goodness" of the Êt is measured by the error'square-sum function J(n)

r(n)=

þ-u".ô")'[o-*".ô")

where the index n idicates a given model order.

Let us consider a set of LSE for

(^

0

ì

I(-go ; n:1,2,..., Kl
)
and the corresponding set of error functions

rìtt"l

t

;

n

:

1,2, ..., KJ

.

e37)
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In general, J(n)

decreases as

n increases. However, the reduction of J(n) ceases to

be significant when n becomes gîeate.l^ than the true (or optinrum) order ng'

J(n)

2 ... no no+l ns*2

Fig.2.8 A typical shape of the error function.
This principle can be conveniently used to determine the desirable order of the
model.

The procedure for order determination is simply to compì¡te the least-squares estimates ôo and the corresponding error function J(n)
ers

n:lp,

... ,

K

for

a sequence of model or,C-

.

The appropriate model order can be chosen as the one that J

ceases

to

Cecrease

significantly.

3. Optimum

Test Signal.

The previous sections have been primarily concerned with the problem of
extracting information from a given set

of data.

However,

in

most situations

there Íue a number of variables which can be adjusted, subject to certain constraints, so that the information provided by the experiments is maxi¡nized.

-30For dynamic systems, experiment design includes

1)

Choice of input and measurement ports.

2)

Test signals.

3)

Sampling instants.

4)

Presampling ûlters.

:

Each of these variables has a significant bearing upon the information provided by

an experiment.

A

detailed discussion

of all of

these aspects is provided by

Goodwin in [7]. In this section we discuss only the test signal design problem.

To form a basis for a comparison of different experiments, a measure of the
ogoodness'of an experiment is required

A logical approach is to

.

choose a measure related to the expected accuracy

of the

parameter estimates to be obtained fronn the data collected. Clearly the parame-

ter accuracy is a function of both the experimental conditions and the form of the
estimator

As mentioned before, LSE is a minimum variance estimator. This means that the
covariance matrix corresponding to the error (ô

-

g)

'

.

* -- u[þ -') [ô - u)']

(2s8)

reaches a minimum value for LSE

ô

=

(23e)

k'*)-'.*'.y

or in other words for any other estimates 0*, the covariance matrix

e* = u[þ" -').[ôis such that

-')']

V - Vo is non-negative definite.

(2.40)

-37This leads us to choose the covariance matrix

V

of the parameter

as a measure

estimation efficiency. The task is to minimize V.
'

For the noise-disturbed system equation

i=X'o+c

(2.41)

when ë is a stationary random vector with zero mean value E[e]
uncorrelated with

to the estimate

"[[ô

!

: 0 and ë is

and X, the expectation and covariance matrices correspondlng

"rro,

- u)] =

ô

-

0 a¡e

"[[n'u]-'.u'l.Ere¡

=6

and

v : cov(ô) : t[[*'u)-'.t']"þ*l
as was shown

in section

tlt

[*'o)-']

2.1.

Defining the covariance matrix of the vector ê to be

n = E[e.Er]

(2.42>

then !Ú is reduced to

v = E[[o*)-'*r].n.n[* [*'*)-']

(2.43)

When the noise e(i) i:1,2, ... is independent and identically distributed with zero
mean and va¡ian ce oz the covariance matrix Et becomes

R

: o2'[

and

e : o2.E[[*r)-']
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: tl'{[* l-*))-']

(2.44)

Tire type of input sequence {u(k)} driving the system should be such that yields
nonsingularity

of matrices kt*) (persistantly exciting) and an existence of

a

the

limit

*=-[* [*.)J-'
where

I

(2.4s)

-F
-l

is a nonsingular constant matrix.

The structure of the matrix
elements which a¡e related
measurements

* [-t.)

is such that we have only four types of its

to the correlation coefficients of the input-output

:

ô",(j) =
*å u(i)'u(i+j)
.byyc)

where

= *.årti).y(i+j)

ôy"û) =

*'Ëv(i)u(i+i)

ô'rCI) =

*$u(i)'v(i+j)

j:

0,1,2, ... ,n

We observe that when white noise is used as an input signal, then the autocorrela-

tion function Õuu(t) is a Dirac function and consequently from the relationship
between the correlation functions given by the Wiener-Hopf equation

Õuy(") = J h(t)4u,,(r-t)dt
0

(2.46)

-33we obtain that the cross-correlation function

Õ*(r) to simply

be the

system

impulse-response function h(r).

Thus the wbite-noise input signal is persistantly exciting and the limit in (2.4s)
e>;ists.

Levin [9] has shown that the achievable minimum matrix

V

is a diagonat matrix

and that this is provided by a band-limited white noise sequence used as the test
sigr;,al.

Tbe practical white noise signal that we can easily generate by a digital cir-

cuit is the pseudo-random binary signal (PRBS). The PRBS is a periodic sequence
that takes on only two values. The times at which transition can occur are multiples

of a specified time interval Ât,

and the state

for any

succeding interval is

nearly independent of the state in any preceding interval.

An example of such

a signal is shown

in Fig.2.10. This signal has

a

periodic auto-

correlation function closely approximating the delta function (Fig.2.11) which

is

the auto-correlation function of the white-noise test signal.
The approximation can be adjusted by changing N and Ât
autocorrelation function can be minimized
corrective d.c. signal to PRBS

. the bias in the PRBS

if N is large or compensate by adding a

.

PRBS can be easily generated by a shift register with a modulo-two adder in feed-

back. Its binary output represents the tu/o states of the PRBS. When an nelement shift register

is

used, then the output sequence has

a

period

¡g:(28-1).
A

PRBS digital computer simulation progra$ is given in appendix .d.

A

disadvantage, due to the periodic character of these signals, is that the correla-

tion functions will also be periodic. In order to maintain proper operation of the
identiûcation technique,

it is necessary to choose

enough such tbat Ouy(T)

a PRBS period

T = N'Ât large

= 0. In other words, T must be greater than the

-u-

One Feriod

: N'At

Fig.2.10 A Pseudo-random Binary Sequence (PRBS).

settling time of the weighting function of the system.

Another aspect which can be recognized as a ciisadvantage, is the lack of
freedom to distribute the signal power over the frequency

angular shape

of the autocorrelation

envelope of the form (Fig.2.12)

rillge. Due to the tri-

function, the power spectrum has

an

:

^,[+#"-]

(z4s)

Due to the periodicity of the correlation function with a period T, the frequency spectrum consists of lines at distances 2n ft

.

.

The use of the PRBS signal can be compared with the use of a large number cf
sinusoidal compoûents measured at all frequencies simultaneously.
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Åt

Fig2.l\

N.Åt

Autocorrelation Function of PRBS.

Õuu(')

c1,l
"T

Fig}.l2

.t 'tl

At

^ff
4-

At

-.fi
ö-

At

3s
At

Power SP€ctrum of PRBS .A,utocorrelation Function.

-36An important

reason

for choosing the PRBS as a test signal is the shape of

autocorrelation function.

It

its

approximates the Dirac fuction which is the auto-

correlation function of a white-noise test signal. However, when using the true

triangular shape of the autocorrelation function

in equation

(2.46), the cross-

correlation function may differ from the system impulse-response function.
Tbe following types of error can be recognized

1)

Periodicity of the sigaal

:

:

Because the PRBS is periodic,

its autocorrelation will have the same pro-

perty. This implies that when determining the response h(t) of a systenr, one
has to be sure that

h(t)=g for t> T=N'At
If

this was not the case, then the effect of overlaping contributions due to

different peaks of the @uu(") will occur. Consequently, this technique
not be used on systems having
2)

a

can-

pure integration in their dynamics.

D.C. component of the signal.

The d.c. component in the test signal leads to a constant tefm in the auto-

correlation functon @u,r("),

-r. -az$

This will influence the

cross-

correlation.
3)

Use of 'non white" (band limited) signai.

The use of the PRBS signal is stimulated by its autocorrelation functioo

,

which may approximate a Dirac function. Whether an approximation is fair
enough depends on the situation at hand. As fine details

in a transfer func-

tion are caused by the smallest time constant tr¡o of the system under test, it
appears that

At

=

,^¡o/5 is an acceptable choice.
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-

The amount of error however, depends on the situation viz. on h(r) of the
system.

4)

Additive noise.
Due to the deterministic nature of the PRBS signals, there is no inherent sta-

tistical uncertainty. The study of the uncertainty due to additive noise shows
that the variance in the estimate due to white additive noise is,

.

t':

whcre

u2o3

i'N'Ât
oo2

is the variance of the additive noise and i is the (integer) number

of scquence periods over which correlation has been performed.

4.

Seqlueuttal [,east-squanes Estimation.

The need for a recursive solution arises when fresh experimental data are
continuously in supply and we wish to improve our pÍuameter estimates by making
use of this new information.

In ti¡is section, a recursive algorithm for the basic least-squares solution (2.9) is
presenteC.

With the recursive formula, the estimates can be updated step by step without
repeatedly computing the matrix solution of equation (2.9), in which the matrix

inversion is quite time-consuming. This reJursive solution procedure is often
referred to

as sequenfíal ,

or on-líne estimation. Recall that the vector equation

9=X'o

(2.s0)

consists of a set of N equations.

Let us introduce N

as a subscript to

f

and X in equation (250).

-38We have

iN = x¡r'o
Furthermore, denote ô io
ô1N¡

"qu"tion

(2.9)

"t

ô1N¡

(2sl)

= þS**)-'.xg.ir,r

Sui;;'isss we have obtained a new

y(N+l)

:

N+l-th equation

01x1(N+1) + 02x2(N+1)

+

+ o'xm(N+l)

I).,ûne

x-(N+l) =

f

',

[xr(l.-t+t),x2(N+1),,

r*,,.rrl
xo'(N+l)j

we then have

Y(N+I) = x'(N+1)'0
Now, the system of

N+l

equations can be written

as

(2s2)

lx+t = X¡¡+r'o
in which

t_
lY¡¡l
YN+r =

1

[y(x+r)l

xr.¡*r

= [**ì

(253)

(2.s4)

þ1Nìr¡l

The new least-squares estimator is

ô1ru+r¡

= þS*,x**r)-t.xg*l.y(N+1)

(25s)
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It

is apparent that to obtain ô1U+t¡, we must invert an mxm matrix. The cbvious

question here is whether or not
previous estimate

ô6¡ *itnout

\Ã,e

can calculate ê1N+t¡ by simply updating the

matrix inversion. The answer is yes and we derive

the updating algorithm below.
Deûne the matrices F(N) and S(N)

as

F(N) = XfrX*

s(N) =
\Ãre

xf

(2.s6)

(2s7)

iN

can write

P(N+1)

= þn , xr1ru+r¡l

[-,ilr,I

= F(N) + Rr(N+1).x(N+1)

s(N+r) =
þS , rrlN+l¡l

:

[,,,ilr,]

s(N) + x-r(N+1)'y(N+t)

Substituting equation (254) and applying the inversion lemma [1]

:

f,nverslon [,emma :

Let A, C and A+BCD be nonsingular square matrices
Then, the following matrix identity holds

þnnco)-l

= A-1 - A-18þ-t*o^-tu)-to.n*t

-æP(N+l) can be rewritten
p-1(N+1)

=

follows

as

þt*l

+xr1u+r).r(N+1)l

1

=

: p-l(N) - p-l.f,(N *r). [1 + x(N +1).u -r1ru¡.xrq* *r¡] -t.x(N +1).p -1(¡{)
or'
P-l(N+1)

:

p-l(N)

- ^y(N+1)'*-r1N¡'Er(N+l).r(N+1).n-ri¡v )

(zss)

where

1(N+t¡ =

(2.60\

[t * ui**1).e-r.rr1N+r))

In view of equation (255) we can

see that

ô1N+t¡ = P-11N+1)'5(N+1)

:

t.r-t (N +1).u-r1x).xr(N +t).r(N +r¡] .e -r1xl.
-1
þfU

= [r*
=

r

[r,o

:

- 1 (N +1).* -r1ru¡ xr(N +t).r(N +r¡]

.

[ô

+ xrlN +l).y(N +1)]

1N¡ + p -1.rr(u + r).y(nr +r)]

ô(N) + r(N+r).u-r1u¡xr(N+r).þt**tl

-

r(N+1).ô(N)l

Let

e(N+l) = y(N+l)

-

r(N+1)'0(N)

then

ô1N+t¡ = ô(ts) + "y (N+t)'n-t1ru¡'x'r(N+1)'e(N+1)

(2.61)

-41 The result above simply shows that the new estimate is given by the old estimate
!ìlus a correction term.

l'i¡c matrix P(N) in the correction term can be updated by the recursive formula
in equation (2.59). It is clea¡ that in troth formulas we have completely elirninated
the necessity of matrix inversion (we note that 1(N) is a scalar) and therefore the
computational efficiency is drastically improved for updating the estimate ô.

The recursive equation (2.61) has a very strong intuitive appeal. The correc-

tion term is proportional to the error of fitting the previous esiimare ô(tl) to tne
new data y(N+1) and X(N+1). The ûtting error is weighted in the correction of

*itn

Oiff¡

a direct measure of the error covariance represented by the matrix

F-1(N).

In

summary, we have obtaíned the following recursive algorithm

identification

for

on-line

:

ô(N+t) = ô(¡E) + 1(N+t).p-l(N).rr(N+1).e(N+1)
e(N+1) = y(N+l)

1(N+1) =

I
[t

P-l(N+1)

:

-

(2.62)

r(N+l).ô(N)

t-1
+ r(N+t).p-11N¡.rr1N+r¡j

P-l(N)

- 1 (N+t).p-1(N).rr(N+1).r'(¡,r+1).p-l(N)

Tl¡erefore, by starting with an initial estimate O(O) ana the corresp.oncling P-1(0),
u,e can sequentially update ô while new observations are continuously obtained.

The initial values of ô and F for starting the algorithm can be selected in two
ways

:
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1)

Take the first N data points and sot"e ô(N) and F(N) directly from

futtol = B-r1ru¡'Kfr''ro
*t*l = xg'xu

(2.63)

[

as

2)

in the off-line procedure.

Set ô(O¡ arbitrarity anA F-1(0)
and

I

= o'I, where a is a very large positive scalar

is the identity matrix. In this case, after N iterations we have

I

n-'1Nl = þtol + xg.x*]

lu,*,

: p-r1N¡.þfv"

1

(2.64)

+ P(o).ô(o)]

By selecting large ct, we simply force P(0) to zero, making equations (2.63) agree

with equations

)

5.

(2.62).

Resl-ûtne Leasû-sEuares Algorlthm.

The recursive algorithm presented in the previous section implies that all N
semples processed

for the estimate ô(N) g"t an equal weight, irrespective of the

'age' of those samples. For the estimation of slowly changing parameters, this

is

obviously undesirable.

A sequential algorithm that is able to closely track time-varying parameters (called
a real-time algoríthm) needs a method to gradually 'forget" the past.

In order to achieve this task, consider the error function

J(N)

N

=;¡u-i.ez1i¡

(2.6s)

¡-l

where for 0
ones.

(

À

< I the later squared errors are given more weight than earlier

-43This weighted error function can be obtained by weiglrting the
according to their age

K¡v*r

where

)

this

=

observations

:

[*,^f;,]

0< c<

1.

gives the residual vector

EN+l

:

- X**r.ô(ru+t¡

ir{+r

_þh-xN.e(N.l))l
-

e(N+l)

L

:

þ**t."11),

J

cN.e(2),,

c.e(N), e(N+r)lr

and the desired weighting function (2.65) when c2

For c2 =

I

=

À.

we have

P(N+l) = À'P(N) + rrlt*+1)'x(N+1)

(2.66)

s(N+I) = ì"S(N) + Ír(N+1)'Y(N+1)

(2.67>

By the inversion lemma, we obtain

p-l(N+1) =

*

þ-t,Nr)

- 1(N+l)p-l1N¡f,1N+l)F(N+l)p-t(Ðl

(2.6s)

where

.y(N+l) =
[n

*

E(N+t).p-11x¡x-r1r.l*rlì

(2.6e)

-MFinally, the LSE for the error function given by (2.65) is

ô1nr+t¡

:

P-11N+l)'s(N+1)

which by (2.66) - (2.69) can be written
ô 1N +

t¡

:

ô

(r.Ð +

.y

as

(N +1)'p -t1¡¡¡ 1-r(N +l)'e"(N +1)

(2.70)

-

(2.71)

where

e'(N+l) = y(N+l)

r(N+l).ô(N)

The equations (2.68) - (2.71) give a complete algorithm for real-time estimation.

We observe that the smaller the À, the heavier are the weights assigned to

".he

more recent data. This implies that the algorithm is more capable of tracking the
parameter variations. Horvever, the estimates may also fluctuate more because of
noise disturbance. Therefore, }r is ofren chosen experimentally for a given task.

In general, À is chosen close to unity.
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The system identification techniques can be practically used to reduce electrical network complexity for computer simulation purposes. It will be shorvn in this
chapter, how an active network containing a large number

of

elements can be

represented by a single voltage source and a series innpedance, that is by its Theve-

nin equivalent network.

A model of such an equivaleat network will be derived based ot the least-squares
identification technique which was discussed in chapter 2.

A

system identification approach

avoid the detailed study

to the network modelling problem allows us to

of internal

reletionships that

for large networks may

often be very complex.
When using a standa¡d circuit approach to the modelling problem, network
elements or branches are characterized by equations (called constitutive relatíons )

relating branch voltages and currents.

Usir'g either the state or noCe method,

it

is straightforward to derive a set of

differential equations describing network dynannics. The number of equations,
consequently, may be very large for some complex networks.

There are, however, a number

of useful methods that can simplify

network

description. In many cases a part of a network can be removed, and something
simpler can take its place.

A list of simplifying techniques

includes : equivalei:t

series and parallel impedances, voltage- and current-divider formulas, superposi-

tion, Thevenin and Norton equivalents, ladder methods, etc.

If

a part

minals,

of a network is connected to the rest of the network át one pair cf ter-

it can affect the rest of the network-only

by the voltage and current at

-46those terminals. Thus, such a subnetwork can be replaced by another equivalent
subnetwork with the same relations between the voltage and current at the pair of

terminals and this exchange does not affect conditions in any part of the network
external to it.

In the next section, the derivation of the Thevenin equivalent network

is

presented.

1. Thevenin Equlvalent Network

A very convenient method of obtaining a simplified subiretwork which is
equivalent to a section

of a complete network is given by Thevenin's

Theorem.

This theorem might be formulated as follows.

The section of a network to be modelled or simplified will allways have at least
one source and a pair of terminals at which

it

is connected to the remainder of

the complete netwcrk. This is shown symbolically in Fig.3.1

(b)

(a)

Fig3.1

(a)

A Network Divided into Two Parts A

and B

work Replaced by Its Thevenin Equivalent.

.

(b) Part A of the Net-

-47Thevenin's Theorem states simpty that the network
represented

A shown in Fig3.1(a) can be

by voltage source Va and a series impedance Z7 as shown

in

Fig3.1(b).

The Thevenin equivalent network will produce exactly the same current- r'oltage
relationship at the terminals a and b provided

(1)

:

V.¡ is the voltage between a and b when i:0 (i.e, the open circuit voltage).

(2) Z7 is the impeclance

between terminals a and b when all the sources within

the network a¡e reduced to zeÍo by short-circuiting voltage sources and
open-circuiting current sources.

1.1. Thevenin Equivalent of the Trensfornoed Network.
For modelling purposes, network voltages and currents are considere-j as sig-

nals. Since our task is to construct a discrete model of the netwotk, the

signals

are therefore indexed sequences of sampled values - discrete-time (DT) signals.

The sample values a¡e taken with a fixed sampling period T

x(n) = x(n'T)
Applying a unilateral Z-transform to the DT signals of the network

X(z)

: $ x(n).2-n
n4

we obtain the transf orm network in which

1. All

:

signals are representec! by the corresponding transformed currents

I(z) =

fl i1n¡.r-"

n=0

and transformed voltages

-48V(z)

2.

:

S v(n)'z-n

n{

For a single element of the network, the transformed impedance is defined as
the ratio of the transformed voltage to the transformed current

Z(z) =

v(z)
r(z)

for zero initial current in an inductor and zero initial voltage in

3.

a capacitor.

Initial conditions are represented by transformed voltage or current

Applying Thevenin's Theorem

sources.

to the transformed network we obtain

an

equivalent network.

The Thevenin equívalent networ& consists of a voltage source V-¡ and a

series

impedance 21.

Voltage source V1 represents the transformed voltage at the open terminals and
impedance

Za

represents the transformed impedance at the network terminals

when all independent sources Íue reduced to ze¡o.

1Ì

The terminal voltage for the Thevenin equivalent network can be expressed as a
difference between the Thevenin source voltage V-¡ and the voltage drop at the
series impedance

Za

.

Vo(z) = Vr(z)

= Vr(z)

-l(z)'z'¡(z)

(3.1)

- Vz@)

Thus, in order to generate this voltage for a simulation purpose, we need two
models

:
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Fig3.2
1)

General Form of the Thevenin's Theorem.

A model of the Thevenin voltage source providing

k:723,
2)

successive values

of vaft)

...

A model of the network impedance Za which together rvith the external network B will limit the current at the output terminals.

Both of these models can be determined using the system identification techniques
discussed in chapter 2.

A.

Thevenin Voltage Soorce Modet.

Thevenin's Theorem says that the voltage V1 is an open-circuit voltage at the

output terminals of the network containing at least one voltage source. We might

look at the network

as

for the linea¡ system having a source voltage (or voltages)

Vg as its input and an open-circuit voltage V.¡

as

its output.

The mathematical relationship between v5 and va can be expressed in terms of
transfer function of the system in Fig33.

a

-50-

Open-output

t[etwork

Fig33

Thevenin Voltage Source Modelling Problem.

vr(z)

B(r-1)
=
vs(z) A("-)

(32)

where A and B are polynomials of some order m

a(z-l) = I *

B(z-t¡:

bo

ayz-r

*

*

*b1z-l +

arz-E

(33)

*b.z-m

or by the corresponding shifting-operator form

A(q-l)tr(k) : B(q-l)vr(k)

(3.4)

Thus, the Thevenin source voltage can be filtered out from v5ft) by

vrG)=ffivs(k)

(3Ð

To determíne the parameters a¡ and b¡, we can use least-square ídentification techníque discuss€d in chapter

X.
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B.

-

Serles [mpedance Model.

To find a model of the series impedance, we consider a network with all its
independent sources reduced to zero.

The model we are looking for is the mathematical relationship between the
current

I

and the voltage

VTat the output terminals of this passive netwo¡k.

In this case, \re look at the network

as

for the linear system with current I

as its

input and terminal voltage YTas its output.

Passive Nerwork

Fig3.4

Network Impedance Modelling Problem.

The relationship between

I

and

V2 can be expressed in terms of the transfer

function of the system in Fig2.4

vz@)

I(z) =

p(r-l)

(3.6)

C@-r¡

where C and D a¡e polynomials of some order n

C(z-t¡ = 1 + crz-r +

P(r-l) =do * d1z-l +

*coz-n
*doz-n

or in the corresponding shifting-operator form

(3.7)

-52C(q-l)'uz(k) = o(q-l)'i1t)

(3.8)

For a given current at the output terminals, the voltage drop aí the network
impedance

7a

can be

vz(k) =

filtered out by

ffi.t,*,

(3.e)

As before, parameters cj and dj can be

determined using least-squares

identiûcation techniques.
Equations (35) and (3.9) with estimated parameters of equations (3.3) and
(3.7) give a complete model of the Thevenin equivalent netrvork.

We observe that equations (35) and (3.9) can be written in a form of difference
equations describing the dynamics of active and passive conûgurations of the net-

work.

mm

f,a¡vt(k-j) = j:0
ãb¡'v5(k-j) with ao = 1

(3.10)

i:0

nn

pc¡v2(k-j) : ãdj.i(k-j) with co :
j=o
j:o

1

(3.11)

From these two difference equations, we can evaluate successive values of the two
voltages associated with the equivalent model

1)

Thevenin source voltage

vr(k) = ãb¡.or(k-Ð
j4
2)

:

pa¡v.¡(k-j)
- j:r

Voltage drop at the series impedance
DN

vz(k) = ãdj.i(k-t)

j=o

:

(3.12)

:

- j:lSc¡v2(k-j)

(3.13)

-53Having all unknor'¿n parameters estimated by the identification procedure, we can
evaluate

vr(k)

and v7(k)

if

:

1. Initial and successive values of the
are given.
vs(k) , k:0,1.,2"3
2.

The current

i

network I ,ourr" voltage

at the output terminal of the network is measurable (or com-

putable).

The technical problem appears in evaluation of vz where for any instant of time

k, wc need to know the value of the current i(k). This, however, cannot be determined until rve deûne vo(k)

.

By manipulating (3.13), \rye can extract from its left-hand side that term which
depends on the present value

of the current and we catr then gather the remin-

ning terms into one, whicb only depends on the past values of i and v7.

vz(k) = do.i(k) +

þ0,

itk-i) - Ë"¡"(k-j)l

(3.14)

= do'i(k) + v2(past)

The frrst term on the left-hand side can be interpreted as a voltage drop at the
series inpedance due to the current value

of i at the output terminals, That por-

tion of vz(k) can be modelled by a series impedance Zo = ds causing the desired
voltage drop ds'i(k)

.

The remaining part of v2(k) can be modelled as a series voltage source reducing
the Thevenin voltage

A complete

vr(k) by a factor of v2(past)

Thevenin equivalent model after nnodification is shown

where

Zo=do

in

Fig3.5

-54v¿(k)

:

-vz(past)

: $c¡v'(t<-j) - Ëdji(k-j)
j:1
j:1

mm

vr(k) = ãb¡or(k-j)
j=0

(3.1s)

- j=l
[a¡v.¡(k-j)

B

Fig.3.5

Thevenin Equivalent Network Model.

In the above analysis we considered an active network with one source. When tire
network contains mofe than one source, the series impedance model remains the
same

but the model of the Thevenin source must be modified.

This can be done either by use of the nrultiple-input identification technique discussed

in section 1 of

chapt

er 2 or by superposition of the Thevenin voltages

obtained by the application of the modelling procedure

A to the network

Vi

with

active source V$ and all the other sources reduced to zero.

Both of these methods are very inconvenient when the number of sources in the
network is large. In the first case we have to deal with coefficient matrices of

high dimension

(

as

in 2.4 ) or in the second case the ideniification

must be repeated many times for each network source separately.

a

procedure

-55Very often, however, when the source is operating at one tr"q,r"o"y

it

is reason-

able to care only about the model that is suitable for this particular mode. In this
case u/e can avoid a complicated procedure

for modelling Thevenin source even if

the number of sources in the network is very laige.

I

In the next section

we show how the Thevenin source model can be obtained

when all the network sources are generating the same frequency signals.

2.

Networks wittr Sl.ngle Frequency Slnusoldal Sources.

rilhen the network sources generate only single frequency sinusoidal signals,
then by linearity, the Thevenin voltage source in the model will also generate

a

signal of the same frequency. The p¿üameters to be determined are the amplitude
and the phase shift.

To ûnd these two
found

parameters we assume that the series impedance had been

as

.7 (-\

'4\L)
where

vz@) _
_
-

I(z)

o(z-1)

c(z-t¡

C and D are polynomials with the coeffitients 'estimated by the

identiûcation procedure B.

Since the following relationship between Z-transform and Laplace Transform
complex variables holds

z=

esT

where T is a sampling period

or for a given frequency f of the source signals

2=gialT

Where

a=Znf

we can compute the series impedance Z-¡ as follows

(3.16)
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4@)

=

(3.17)

C(e-jcuT)

uo

+ å b¡.e-iokr
k=1

1

* å

c¡'e-lcokr

k:1

=cr +j.F

If at the output terminals we connect the impeclance,

Zt@)

=r

vr(')

Fig3.6

+ j'À

I vo(.)

Thevenin Equivalent Network for Single Frequency Signals.
.

the Thevenin source voltage can be determined from the following relationship

:

(3.18)

-57=

G(<o)'Vo(c¿)

Thus, by a simple measurement of the output voltage for a given load, we can
determine the amplitude and the phase shift

for the Thevenin source voltage.

This can be done as follows.
Suppose that we observe the output voltage

Vo(t) = Asin(o¡t)
Tiren, since G(ro) can be calculated

(3.le)
as

+ (r + i\)
c(r) - (a + iF)
(r + j¡.)

(3.20)

_ (ct+r)+j(p+x)
(r + jl)
* (B * xl'r, I .; [(p-v - "'xl ]
=
-t[(o *"r)"(r2+x2)
J',[ (r2+¡,r) I

:

=a*j.b
the parameters of the Thevenin voltage Va

Vr(t)=Bsin(ot+0)

(3.21)

can be computed as follows

s=4.{ffi
o=

tan-l(!ì
a'

(322)
(3.23)

The Thevenin source voltage determined in such a way represents

the

-58cummulâtive effect of all sources present in the network.

Finally, the Thevenin equivalent model for a given frequency f is constructed with
two fixed ( or frequency dependent in general ) elements

1)

:

A voltage source that is determined from the measurement of the output voltage

V9 when the impedanceZ¡ is conected at the output terminals by the

relations (321) - (3.?3).

2) A series impedance

that is calculated by (3.18) from the impedance model

provided by the identification procedure applied to the passive network.
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A

Na¡menüca[ Examrple"

A simple network will be modelled to illustrate how the procedure developed
in the previous chapters is practically rcalízed.

A complete procedure that leads

us to the operation on the Thevenin equivalent

model is ca¡ried out in the following steps

1)

:

Active and passive conûgurations of the network are modelled in the the
EMTDC simulation progrem to produce the necessary observations for the
identification procedure as required by procedures

A

and B in section 1 of

chapter 3.

2)

Using the STPRES program we produce step responses of the two subsystems
and then determine a sampling period of the observed signals.

3)

The PRBS test signals are supplied as voltage and current sources for both
subsystems.

4)

We gather the appropriate input-output observations and process them using
the least-squÍIres identiûcation algorithms to obtain estimates of the unknown
model pÍuameters. This is done in two steps

:

a) First 2@ observations are processed in a one-shot way using the recursive
algorithm for off-line identification (as in section 23of. chapter 2) carried out
by the FREL progrâm.

b) Then 800 observations are processed in a stepby-step way using the recursive algorithm for on-line identiûcation (as in section 4 of chapter 2) carried

out by the ONLINE program.

-60-

5)

The last values of parameter estimates and the sampling period are stored in
the data ûle.

6)

For a simulation purpose, we read a model data file and produce the Thevenin voltage and the series impedance voltage drop as follows

:

a) we place the series impedance Zo:do in series with the voltage source (

as

in Fig3.5 ).
b) the source voltages are computed by (3.15).

c) for each iteration we produce a current value of the netwo¡k source voltage and measure the output curent as requested by (3.15).

7)

The simulation results can be compared with the results from the EMTDC
Progfâm.

We consider the circuit of Fig.4.1. with the following numerícal values

:

Rl =Rz=1kg¡

Lt = I-Z = 0.1. FI

C=02pF
The Thevenin equivalent model contains two parts : a voltage source and a series

impedance. In order to find the two components of the model, we observe the
network of Fig.4.1 in two conûgurations

1)

:

Network with open output terminals

for the Thevenin source nnodei

Gis.a.Ð.

2)

Network with short-circuited sources for the series impedance model
(Fig.a3).

As indicated in chapter 3, models are formed by linear difference equations and
their coefficients can be found using the least-squares identification technique.

61

W--

Network to be modelled.

Fi3.4.1. Circuit for Numerical Example.

The identification procedure requires a sequence of observatiohs that is processed

to obtain the estimates of the unknown model parameters.
For our study, instead of observing a real netrvork, we take measurements from

a

high accuracy simulation program. This program is the Electromagnetic Transient
Program EMTDC developed at Manitoba Hydro by D.A. Woodford [11].

In this

program, all fixed elements of the network are specified as program data and vary-

ing

components

such as sources are called from the

dynamics

subroutine DSDYN. Any current or voltage within the network can be computed at any time which changes gradually with a specified time step DELT. All
variables that are selected

in the subroutine DSOUT can be outputted and plot-

ted.

In order to obtain the required observations for the identification procedures,

we

enter the network data into an EMTDC data file called THVDA, as t\ì/o seperate

subsystems.

.
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Fig.42.Opcn-ouÞut Network for the Thevenin source Model.

L2

L1

c

R2

vz

R1

Fig.43Net'work
Model.

with Short.circuited Voltage Source for the Series Impedance

-63One subsystem is the open-output network of Fig.4.2 that provides the measurements of the network source voltage Vg and the open-output voltage V-¡ used for

the voltage source modelling.

The second subsystem is the network with a short-circuited voltage source as in
Fig.43 which provides measurements of the injecred current

I and the voltage V2

at the output terminals used for the impedance model.
The subs¡atem Eources are generating test signals when they are observed.

It

was shown in s€ction 3 of chapter 2 that the optimum test signal is practically

realized by the PRBS signal. Thus, the voltage source for the first subsystem and

the current source for the second subsystem Íue gene.rating PRBS signals. Parameters

of these

signals, such as amplitude

or the minimum swiching time, can be

adjusted from the EMTDC data file where the array VAR is used to assign the
desired values for the progrâm variables.

In our experiments, the minimum swiching time of the
value as the sampling period

At

an¿

PRBS signal has the same

it is a multiple of the EMTDC time srep

DELT. The multiplier is entered by the user after he decides what time step
required for the equivalent model and whether

is

it is reasonable to test the net-

work with such a value.
The efficiency as well as the values of the estimates depend on this variable, thus

it

should be chosen very cautiously. Usually \r,e try to maximize the time step in

order to save the computation effort when using the model for a simulation purpose. However, we can not go too fa¡ since the longer time step does not allow

us

to properly observe the network dynamics and this consequently causes a very
in accurate estimation.

As an aid in the determination of the optimum value for this important factor we
can use the network step response which is supplied by the program STPRES.
From the step response plots, we observe the network time constants and then we

-64choose the time step

with respect to them. The choice of Il5 of the minimum

time constant for both subsystems usually assures good estimation results.

ThesubsystemstePresponseSareshowninFiç'4.4and4.5

A sampling period of 50ps was chosen.
From the EMTDC simulation program, we obtain two sets of observations

:

(4.1)

which is used to determine the unknown coefficient of the Thevenin source model
equation

:

DN

f,a¡"ri(k-j) = ãb¡v5(k-j) with a0 = 1

j:0

(4.2)

i:0

(4.3)

which is used to determine the unknown coefficients of the impedance model

Ic¡v2(k-j)
j=0

=

ådj.i(k-j)

j=o

wirh co =

:

(4.4)

1

When the orders of the dynamic equations n and m are unknown, then

these

parameters must also be determined in the identification procedure.

The least-squares identiñcation procedure described in chapter 2 can be used to

find the parâmeter estimates and the optimum model orders. Two computer programs are created

to carry out the off-line and on-line

derived in sections 2 and 4 of chapter

2.

recursive algorithms

These are the PREL and ONLINE pro-

grâms. They are composed into the DSDYN and DSOUT subroutines of the
EMTDC program and are used in the following manner.
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-6'6First none of these programs are used until the initial number of observations
gathered into sequences as in (4.1) and

(a3). Then, the PREL program

are

processes

the sequence of observations to produce parameter estimates. This is done recursively by increasing model orders by one until the desired orders

of the

nnodel

equatioûs or the automatically determined optimum orders a¡e reached.

After the initial estimates and model orders a¡e determined, the pairs of inputoutput observations are used step by step in an on-line procedure carried out by
the ONLINE program. This is to improve the initial estirnates and also to give

an

illustrative performance of the estimate behavior when the number of observations increase.
The identification procedure ends when either the desired number of observations

to be processed or the EMTDC finish time is reached.
Since \Ã'e are operating on t\ilo seperate subsystems, the identification for the two
components of the Thevenin equivalent model can be parallely processed.

The estimation results for 50ps second order model are presented in Figs.4.6 and

It

4.7_

The complete Thevenin equivalent model can be stored as a simple array of
palemeter values

:

At

nrboralrbl

,&srbo

rDrdOrClrdlr "'rC.rdWhen some of the signals are not measured in basic units, then the scaling factor
should be added in the first line of the stored data. For example,

if in the net-

work of Fig.4.1 tbe current was measured in mA, then the scaling factor
should be included to the stored data.

1000
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-68Below, we present the estimation results

Ât =

10

for 5 different sampling periods

,20 ,30 , 50 , 100 ps.

The parameters of each model a¡e stored in the same order as the symbols in the
above box.

1-E-05 1m0.

2 9.48v6E.04 -t.06476 9.891sE-03 9.04s6E-02

7.243298-03

2 .914293 -7.5É254 -1.48807 .576725 .583016

2^E-05 1m0.

2 7.1n618-03

2
MOÐ30

.8335% -1.48688 -137U5 553778 56540s

:

3-E-05

1000.

2 1333838-02
2

-1.17616 9.43866F-03 .243s?6 1.74s228-02

-127801 7847728-02 326579 2.403s4E-02

.809953 -ß01947 -.813715 -2.3009sE-02 0.E+00

5.E-05 1000.

2

2J67948-02 -7.27826 4.660638-02 397674 7.42777E-02

2 .728765 -8657s1 -.81445 .192535 258946

-69MODI@:
1^E-04 1m0.

2

6371898-02 -1.09862 9.480888-02 .4v37s -1.1233E-02

2 .7%961

-381786 -sU669 -3.18238E-02 27s2e6

In order to judge the efficiency of different network models, we produce the
output voltage using equivalent model and compare

it with the output

voltage of

the observed network ( this ís with the voltage provided by the EMTDC simulation program ) for the same network source voltage Vg in each

Fig.48.

case.

Model Efficiency Test.

In Fig.4.9 output

voltages produced by the 50ps and 200ps models are com-

pared with the corresponding output voltages produced by the EMTDC program
when a 10V step function was used as a source voltage.
We can see that the time step of 200ps is to large and thus the simulation results
are not as good as for the 50¡r,s.
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- 71Results of more extensive tests of the network modeller can be found in [12].

Computer progrâms which were created for the modelling and simulation
purposes are packaged in two sepÍuate packages

A.

1)

:

The Network Modelttng Feckage containing the following programs

STPRES - program tbat provides step responses

:

of the network in

its

active and passive configurations. From these preliminary observations

the sampling period and the parâmeters of the test signal should

be

chosen.
2)

PRBS

It
3)

-

progrârn for the pseudo-random binary test signal generation.

is used as a voltage or current source in the identification procedure.

PREL

- program that executes the off-line least-square

procedure which is the recursive procedure

identification

for increasing number of

paramiters and does not involve matrix inversions.' The sequences of

input-output observations are processed to obtain the estimates of unk-

nou/n model parameters. The model order
automatically or

it

is either determined

is a¡bitrary given by user. The model is created for

a

chosen timestep which is equal to the sampling period that the observa-

tions were taken from the network.
4)

ONLINE - a progrâm that executes the on-line identification procedure.
The new observations that are continuously in supply are processed step

by step by the recursive procedure that updates and improves the estimates of unknown parameters.
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5)

PRELF and ONLINEF

-

programs that are the modiûed versions of

PREL and ONLINE respectively. They are intended to be used when
the observations are contaminated with measurement noise. To eliminate estimate bias that we can encounter in this case, the filtering error
technique is applied.

6)

SFM

-

program

for modelling networks containing a large number of

single frequency sinusoidal sources. The Thevenin source is modelled

as

a fixed sinusoidal voltage source and the series impedance is modelled as

before by alinear difference equation.

B.
1)

The Slmulation Package containing the following programs

THVMOD - a progrâm that simulates the voltage-current relationship at
the output terminals using the Thevenin equivalent model.

2)

THVMSF

-

an alternative version of the THVMOD program that

is

intended for single frequency models.
The detailed description of these programs and their listings can be found in [12].
Also provided are guidelines and a user manuâl for the use of both packages with
the EMTDC program [11].
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The major task of this rvork was to develop the technique for simplifyirrg the

large scale iinear networks.

It

was achieved by generalieation

of

Thevenin's

Theorem which states that any active linear network can be substituted by a sim-

ple equivalent network containing only a voltage source and a series impedance.
The generalization is carried out by use of dynamic models for the two comPonents

of the equivalent network instead of modelling them as fixed elements.

Use of the dynamic nnodels provides universality of such Thevenin equivalent and

makes

it

possible

to be applied for a wíde range of

frequencies and network

modes.

Since network models are primarily intended for computer simulation, therefore,

in our approach the voltage

source and the series impedance are represented by

the discrete models. The form of these models was choosen to be a linear
difference equation as it has close coherence witb the network transfer function.

The Thevenin equivalent model contains two such linear equations. In order to

find the model, we need to determine order and coefficient of both model equations.

1. CONCI,USIONS.

1)

\Me have shown that the least-square identification technique can be used to

obtain the statistical estimates of unknown model

p*^.","r,

and to deter-

mine the optimum order. The system identification approàch to the model-

ling problem allows us to ûnd the input-output relationship,

describing

-74net\¡/ork dynamics, without detailed study of network branch and node equations.

In spite of the fact that we need to gather and process a number of observations, the whole procedure seems to be simple and once the model is created

it can be easily stored and used.
Since the model is represented by standard linear difference equations we
have to store only a set of the following parameters

:

1. Sampling period which is also the timestep for simulation.

2. Source model parameters : order and

a set

of equation coefficients.

3. Impedance model parameters : order and a set of equation coefficients.
When using such a model for simulation,we simply substitiute the equation
coefficients by the data from the model storage file and compute the Theve-

nin voltage and the voltage drop at the series impedance from the model
equations. In each iteration (that is repeated with the time step equal to the
sampling period) the output voltage is computed as a difference between the

Thevenin voltage and the voltage drop.

2) It is to be pointed

out that in the modellíng procedures Ìve can select model

order and the tinaestep of the reduced model. This means that even if the
order is high or the network is not quite linear, the best least-squared-error
representation of a desired order and for a chosen timestep can be provided.

In this way the order

can be reduced-and the timestep: increased which

results in a smaller computation time.
:

-753)

The method employed by many engineers today is to use a Thevenin reduc-

tion in terms of ph¡rsical elements

Fig.5.1

as

in Fig.5.1 [13].

Thevenin Equivalent MoCel in Terms of Pirysicat Elenrents.

In order to adequately model network dynamics, we often have to

use

more sophisticated combinations of RLC elements and then the determi-

nation of the optimum values for these elements becomes very difficult.

The difference equations that are used in the proposed model reduce
s)"stem

to the form that is directly applicable on a computer withour

finding real elements of the equivalent model
.

4)

For the modelling and simulation purposes two packages of cor:l,ruter
progrâms are created '

A.

The Network Modelling Package, ancl

B.

The Simulation Package.

The modelling package contains programs which c¿ury out the off-line,
on-line, and the real-time identification procedures. These procedures
are based on the recursive algorithms which do not involve matrix inver-

¡ion and consequently save computation time when dealing with high

-76order rnodels.

It

also contains connplete tools

for testing netrvork such as : the

PRBS

test signal generator, step-response monitoring program, white noise
generator and all data files for entrance the network under test into the

EMTDC program.
The main program of the simulation package is meant to be a subroutine

for ElvlTDC that substitutes network

subsystem

by the

Thevenin

equivalent model.

5)

The parameter estimates suffer from bias when measurement noise

is

Present. In order to eliminate this-bias the identification procedure

is

supported with ûltering error technique.

In this case input-output

observation are filteretJ and the fitting en'or is calculated based on these

ûltered signals.

2.

RECOA{ENDATTONS.

Initially the modeller was designed for the network with one source t¡ut it

is

still under development and the follorving versions are treing prepared :

1)

The modeller for network with more then one sinusoidal source based on the
procedure described in section 2 of chapter 3.

2)

The modeller for three-phase network based on tite multiple-input and multiple output scheme discussed in section 1 of chapter 2.

The existing version of the modeller can be applied to the real time modelling
problem. This is made possible by use of a weighted error function which lers

us

gradually forget the past and use the more recent data to update the parameter
estimates according to the present stage of the netv¡ork.

-77

It

-

irnplies that this method can be used to track time-varying model parameters.

Furthermore, since values of tbe model patameters depend oû the stage of the

network, the parameter vector estimated

tbe

in real time

can be used

to

monitor

netrvork conditions.

Vi/hen the number of possible faults is established, we can use pattern recognition

techniques for classification of the continuously generatecl parameter vector to the
appropríate class of faults. By that manner \ye can use the real-time modeller for

the purpose of fault detection and classification.
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